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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi!  My name is Jim Allerdice.  I’m the Managing Partner and Chief Consultant for Terminal Operations, for ABCx2, LLC.  ABCx2 is a community focused company that provides advocacy for communities with the FAA, Airports, and the Aviation Industry at large.  We provide a voice for communities and interpret the technical language of the aviation industry in such a way as to provide meaningful, measurable and implementable solutions for communities impacted by aviation noise.



What is dispersion?

 The process of introducing track variability by changing aircraft lateral 
position enough to spread out repetitive and intrusive noise events 
experienced by people living under highly concentrated flight paths.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, I want to talk to you about dispersion.  Many communities believe that noise dispersion holds the answers to the impacts felt from aircraft operations.  But first, we must find a definition of dispersion.  What does dispersion look like in the age of RNAV?  Well, for our purposes today, dispersion is…So, how do we get to dispersion?  First, we must understand why the FAA likes Performance Based Navigation, or PBN, so much.



Why does the FAA like PBN so much!?

 Safety

 Communications Reduction

 Pilot/Controller Workload Reduction

 Situational Awareness Improvements

 Efficiency

 Point-to-Point Navigation

 ELSO – Equivalent Lateral Spacing Operations
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Presentation Notes
Implementation of PBN has shown up to 33% reduction in voice transmissions.  Workload has been Reduced for both pilots and controllers – Less manual flying for pilots, less vectoring for controllers.  Situational Awareness has also  improved for both pilots and controllers.  When controllers know the route that the aircraft are going to fly, it frees up time for them to increase their scan of the entire radar display instead of having to focus on when to issue the next vector.  For pilots, being able to see their route, especially in adverse weather conditions such as Thunderstorms, enables them to better plan their flight and reduces the need to ask controllers if they are going to be turned prior to the thunderstorm.  Because they can now see their route on the FMS display and they know that they will turn before entering severe weather, they don’t ask.  This resulted in an unexpected benefit which further reduced pilot controller communications freeing up the frequency for other higher priority transmissions.PBN also enabled more efficient routes.  Point to Point navigation enables aircraft to fly virtually any route without being dependent on ground based navigational aids.  PBN also enables new technologies and separation standards such as those in use at ATL called Equivalent Lateral Spacing Operations, or ELSO.



Why systematic dispersion?

 In our experience, FAA is most likely to entertain systematic dispersion 
concepts because of safety and efficiency benefits of satellite-based 
navigation

 However, systematic dispersion concepts do not always provide the same or as 
much track variability as natural (or random) dispersion

 “Once you’ve seen one airport, you’ve seen one airport.”

 Dispersion vs Concentration – Is concentration always bad?
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There are different types of dispersion.  Today, I want to talk about systematic dispersion.  Systematic dispersion normally involves the use of PBN to create track variability while maintaining the safety and efficiency benefits of PBN.  ABCx2 has found that the FAA is much more likely to entertain a flight procedure design that incorporates PBN because of the safety and efficiency benefits we discussed on the last slide.  However, systematic dispersion doesn’t provide the same track variability as natural or random dispersion formerly achieved by radar vectors.  So, why can’t we just go back to radar vectors, you ask.  Well, as I like to say, once you’ve seen one airport, you’ve seen one airport.  Not all airports are created equal.  Each airport has a unique set of characteristics and challenges.  What works at one airport, may not work or be desirable at another.  Which begs the question, is dispersion always good?  Or for that matter, is concentration always bad?  For example, concentrating noise over compatible land or non-noise sensitive areas can be the best alternative at certain airports where such compatible land exists.  At other airports, where no compatible land exists, looking for ways to disperse the noise may be a better option.



Case Study 1
Equivalent Lateral Spacing Operations (ELSO) at San Diego International 
Airport (SAN)
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What does dispersion look like 
in the age of RNAV?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at some examples.  Case Study 1 – San Diego.



ELSO at SAN

 The San Diego County Regional Airport Authority is conducting a Part 150 
study update for SAN. Alternatives recommended by the Part 150 consultant  
are in draft form. The Airport Authority has not accepted the study yet. 

 ABCx2 was asked by one of the affected communities to provide an 
alternative flight procedure design that would reduce noise exposure for 
communities north of the airport and along the ocean while preserving the 
safety and efficiency of SAN Airport.

 ABCx2’s proposal involved the use of ELSO to provide some track variability 
while at the same time providing a safe and efficient design for ATC (next 
slide)

 ABCx2’s proposal reduced the total number of housing units exposed to 65 
CNEL by 342 or 572 (depending on the track loading model used). However, 
since the proposal “shifted” noise and put new housing units inside the 65 
CNEL contour, the FAA required unanimous consent of the CAC for acceptance, 
which it did not receive.
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Existing Tracks
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Presentation Notes
These are the Pre-Part-150, or existing Flight Tracks.  Basically, everything departing SAN for destinations east of Las Vegas clockwise around to the SSW takes the southern track and everything else takes the northern track.



Part 150 Notional Flight 
Paths Options 1a & 1b
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Existing Track

Part 150 Notional Flight 
Paths Option 1c

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Part 150 process, alternative notional flight paths were proposed.  This slide depicts several alternatives in blue.  The intent was to use one or the other of these tracks, but not both.  Each design had unique characteristics varying leg types and waypoint types in an attempt to provide some systematic dispersion. 



ABCx2 proposal
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Keep Existing Track
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Presentation Notes
ABCx2 was asked to provide flight procedure designs that would reduce noise exposure for communities north of the airport along the ocean while preserving the safety and efficiency of SAN Airport.Our recommendation included the use of ELSO to create track variability over the affected communities while reducing the noise exposure north of the airport.  We did not recommend any changes to the existing southern most flight path depicted here in green.  But by using ELSO, we were able to propose using three flight paths that would have both increased efficiency at the airport and increased track variability over the affected communities, which we believed would result in a win-win solution.



Part 150 Notional Flight Paths 

ABCx2 proposal
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Existing Track
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However, adding the additional track caused the noise contour for the CNEL 65 to shift slightly to the south.  While the overall impact of the design showed a Net decrease in homes/people exposed to the CNEL 65, there were some new homes brought into the CNEL 65 south of the extended runway centerline.  This “noise shift” was determined to be unacceptable by the FAA unless the Community Advisory Committee (CAC) unanimously approved the design, which they did not. 



Case Study 2
Terminal Arrival Area (TAA) at Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport 
(DCA)
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In Case Study 1, we looked at an example of providing systematic dispersion to departures.  In Case Study 2, we will look at providing systematic dispersion to arrivals.  A note about this example, arrival dispersion is not a viable solution at all airports.  The reason it can work at DCA is because it is a single arrival runway operation.  This type of solution would not work at airports with simultaneous parallel approach operations, such as ATL, ORD, or CLT, to name a few.



TAA at DCA

 ABCx2 was asked to address community impacts associated with PBN arrival 
procedures to determine if there was a way to introduce some track 
variability for DCA arrivals to Runway 19

 ABCx2’s proposal involves utilizing the Terminal Arrival Area (TAA) Concept to 
bypass the FERGI waypoint and initiate an approach to DCA over DARIC 
waypoint in a more random manner (next slide)

 Introduction of the TAA concept will mitigate the concentration of noise by 
allowing ATC to clear aircraft to the DARIC waypoint from multiple directions 
thereby reducing the number of aircraft on the FERGI transition

 Residents representing communities from Arlington and Montgomery Counties 
were directly involved in the procedure design process using the Vianair
Airspace Information Modeling (AIM) software 

 Proposal is currently being finalized for submission to the FAA through the 
Community Working Group (Roundtable).
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In Washington, DC, ABCx2 was asked to address community impacts resulting from increased flight concentrations associated with PBN arrival procedures along the path from the FERGI waypoint to the DARIC waypoint.Introduction of the TAA concept will mitigate the concentration of noise by allowing ATC to clear aircraft to the DARIC waypoint from multiple directions thereby reducing the number of aircraft on the FERGI transition. (Indicated by the blue and white lines.)Ultimately, DARIC will be relocated to an area with more compatible land use. (Indicated by DARIC-PCT)The final procedure design was accomplished by including residents representing DCA communities from Arlington County, Montgomery County, Fairfax County, and D.C. in the procedure design process. Use of the Vianair Airspace Information Modeling (AIM) software was invaluable to the process.  It allowed the design group to review flight procedure design options and the changes in noise exposure, flight time, and validation any changes against FAA design criteria, all in real-time.  This assisted the residents of the design group to arrive at consensus for the final designs.  The intention is to present these designs to the Community Working Group for final approval in April.  We anticipate that these designs will then be forwarded to the FAA for consideration.  More information is available in the additional materials supplied.



Conclusions

 Every airport is different

 Location of noise-sensitive communities determine what can and cannot be done.

 Operational constraints 

 Airport Configuration

 Terrain & Obstructions

 Airspace complexity

 ATC Needs/Requirements

 Other …

 Agreement on a design philosophy is essential to achieve successful outcomes!

 Every dispersion concept should be designed and evaluated against the 
priorities (i.e., design philosophy) established.

 Collaboration between communities and the FAA is vital! (Win-Win)
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Conclusions.  Every airport is different.  There is no such thing as a cookie cutter solution that fits every community.  Each airport has unique operational constraints that require unique solutions.  The best way that we have found to address these differences is to agree upon a design philosophy up front.  This design philosophy takes into consideration individual community needs, airport configurations and operational constraints, airspace, terrain and obstructions, compatible land available, and a variety of other considerations.  Once the design philosophy is agreed upon, procedure design can commence.  If during the design process, residents on the design group have a disagreement, the design philosophy should determine the proper course of action.  The final design should always reflect collaboration between the communities and the FAA.  The FAA must be able to provide a safe and efficient airspace system but should respect the community’s need for a better quality of life by reducing noise impacts whenever practical.  If communities hope to get to implementation, it must be with a win-win solution!



Thank You
James K. (Jim) Allerdice, Jr.
Chief Consultant for Terminal Operations
Managing Partner, ABCx2, LLC
j.allerdice@abcx2.com
Ph. 678-485-0852
www.abcx2.com

mailto:j.allerdice@abcx2.com
http://www.abcx2.com/
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